It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection
Framework (Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus on ‘whether leaders and those
responsible for governors all understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that
enhances the effectiveness of the school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can
articulate their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum (IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate
the outcomes which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the
same three headings which should make your plans easily transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) they offer. This means that you should use
the Primary PE and sport premium to:
• Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
• Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will
benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which
schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your
provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an effective way
of meeting the reporting requirements of the Primary PE and sport premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the impact it has on pupils’
PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of the summer term or by 31st July 2021 at the latest.
** In the case of any under-spend from 2019/20 which has been carried over this must be used and published
by 31st March 2021.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website throughout the year. This evidences
your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are using the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must
be posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the 31st July 2021. To see an example of
how to complete the table please click HERE.
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Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
pupils now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Please note: Although there has been considerable disruption in 2020 it is important that you publish details on your website of how you spend the funding this is a legal requirement.
N.B. In this section you should refer to any adjustments you might have made due to Covid-19 and how these will influence further improvement.
Key achievements to date until July 2020:
Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:
Developing pupil activity across the school day by using i-moves activity
blasts, Go Noodle activities and Active 10 across the school 3 times a week.

CPD for mental health and well-being coordinator
Develop resources and training of staff in school to help with well-being.

Increasing the variety of sporting experiences which the children have access
to.
Develop outdoor provision for EYFS.
For example: Skateboarding day, BMX day, Boxing workshop, Maypole
dancing, CPR workshop.
Developing mental health and well-being across the school for staff and
pupils.
Increasing the number of extra-curricular clubs on offer to all children.
Increasing % of children attending extra-curricular clubs including SEND and
PP building on previous years success.

Did you carry forward an underspend from 2019-20 academic year into the current academic year?
YES
If YES you must complete the following section
If NO, the following section is not applicable to you
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If any funding from the academic year 2019/20 has been carried over you MUST complete the following section. Any carried over funding MUST be spent by
31 March 2021.
Academic Year: September 2020 Total fund carried over:
Date Updated: Feb 2021
to March 2021
£10,000
Total Carry Over Funding:
What Key indicator(s) are you going to focus on? Key Indicator 1, Key Indicator 2.
£10,000
Intent
Implementation
Impact
Your school focus should be clear Make sure your actions to
Carry over funding
Evidence of impact: How can Sustainability and suggested
how you want to impact on your achieve are linked to your
allocated:
you measure the impact on next steps and how does this
pupils.
intentions:
your pupils; you may have
link with the key indicators
focussed on the difference
on which you are focussing
that PE, SS & PA have made
this academic year?:
to pupils re-engagement
with school. What has
changed?:
Immediate evidence:
Provision and development of
PESSPA Lead to liaise with
£10,000
An increase in the number of
outdoor learning area for EYFS. EYFS Lead to develop
children who will achieve the
appropriate resources,
ELG of movement and
INTENDED IMPACT:
which will achieve
handling in EYFS.
intended impact directly.
Improved physical Literacy of
Greater exposure to the outdoor
EYFS children.
environment to aid physical and
PESSPA Lead to liaise
mental well-being. This links to
with suppliers of
Whole School Improvement.
Long-term evidence:
equipment
Increased numbers of
Develop fundamental skills, for
children using extra-curricular
PESSPA and EYFS Leads
example; climbing, running,
offer. Therefore increased
to liaise with HT
balancing, and improving the
numbers of children who
children’s Physical Literacy.
develop active lifestyles in
and out of school.
Increased numbers of
children who achieve
expected standards in PE
curriculum.
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Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety.
N.B Complete this section to your best ability. For example you might have practised safe self-rescue techniques on
dry land.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at
least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving primary school
at the end of the summer term 2020.

91%

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl, backstroke 91%
and breaststroke]?

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations?

75%

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and sport premium to provide additional provision for swimming but this
must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this way?

Yes/No
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Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2020/21

Total fund allocated: £15, 225.70

Date Updated: February 2021

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officers guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
%
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
To improve the physical activity of all
children across the school.

Implementation
Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Use of i-moves – Active Blasts and Subscription
Go Noodle.
(expires May
2021)
Active 10 – an extra 10 minutes of FOC
physical activity outside, across the
school 3 times a week.
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Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:
Children are more active in the
classroom, which is especially
vital during lockdowns.

Every class has Active 10 daily.
This has increased activity and
fitness levels of all children.
Some classes achieve more than
10 minutes and are encouraged by
the children to participate.

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

To have access to quality CPD
opportunities and access to quality
PE support for PE coordinator and
well organised sporting events for all
children across both key stages.

PE coordinator to liaise with Atlas
£699.00
Sports (James Harber and Dan
Tanner) regarding all competitions
arranged by the group.
Atlas Sports Bronze Membership

Maintenance check on Outdoor Gym PE Lead to liaise with maintenance £561.40
team and check report.
Feedback report to all staff and
highlight issues with children

As above.
Atlas Sports have provided events
(virtual or socially distanced)
over 2020/2021 lockdown. This
has encouraged the children to
keep active and compete against
themselves and others. This has
also been good for children’s
mental health and well-being.
Post COVID restrictions children Maintenance bi-annually
will have the opportunity to keep Next check September 2022
active during playtimes and
lunchtimes.
Children are responsible for the
safety of others and maintenance
checks of the equipment – this is
reported to staff.

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Created by:

Implementation
Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:
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Percentage of total allocation:
%

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

To continue to broaden the range of
physical activities available to the
children in order to develop their lifelong learning/understanding of
positive physical and mental health

Continue to liaise with Mike Mullen. £585.00
Book Mike Mullen BMX Champion
for a day workshop with Years 5 and
6 and to deliver a mental
health/positive mind-set assembly to
the whole school. Booked for 24th

Booked for 24.5.2021

May 2021

Employment of PE TA to contribute PE TA to have 4 hours per week to £1889.00
to the raising of the profile of PE.
assist in the PE admin to ensure
Extra-curricular clubs are registered smooth running and delivery of
and organised to ensure the smooth planned events and training.
running of the programmes. Therefore
the children have access to organised,
quality activities which reduces staff
workload and stressors.
To continue to broaden the range of
physical activities available to the
children in order to develop their lifelong learning/understanding of
positive physical and mental health

PE coordinator to liaise with Cam at £250.00
Rubicon to organise dates and a
suitable timetable for the day of
Skateboarding activity.
Team Rubicon
www.teamrubicon.co.uk
0845 5198398
cam@teamrubicon.co.uk
Booked for May 25th 2021
Youth Mental Health First Aid course 18 March 2020 – cancelled due to £750.00
as children have been identified who COVID-19 restrictions.
are at risk of mental health problems. Fund allocated when CPD available
Staff will be able to support at the
earliest opportunity. This is an area of Staff to feedback training to rest of
improvement on whole school plan staff so everyone is equipped to
and on PE action plan
support children or they have a port
of call if needed.
PE coordinator to liaise with staff
involved and arrange staff meeting
dissemination slot.
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PE coordinator released to
Continue to monitor
arrange events and track school effectiveness
attainment more closely. PE
coordinator is able to attend more
events and therefore children are
able to participate in more events.
As more time is available, more
CPD opportunities and sporting
experiences can be sourced.
Booked 25.5.2021

To aid staff mental well-being
enabling quality teaching across the
school post COVID 19.

PE Coordinator to liaise with Jon
£400.00
Peacock to provide a fitness and
mobility session weekly for all staff £350.00
for Autumn Term 1. Staff to liaise
with Jon directly if more sessions
are required.
To continue to broaden the range of PE coordinator to liaise with Alison £105.00
physical activities available to the
Rowley to organise dates and a
children in order to develop their life- suitable timetable for the day of
long learning/understanding of
Maypole Dancing.
positive physical and mental health
The Children’s Health Project
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Liaise with CHP to arrange staff
See below
introduction to the scheme and
familliarisation.
Liaise with staff to gauge when they
will use the resources for health and
well-being.
Liaise with CHP and staff to gauge
interst in CPD (Ambasadors)

Supported by:

3.9.2020 – 22.10.2020 booked
5.11.20 – 17.12.2020 booked

Booked 25.6.2021

Provision continued until
Christmas.
(£350.00)

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

Percentage of total allocation:
%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Children’s Health Project CPD

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Initial remote staff meeting with £899.00
CHP creator Ilse Brockling
Children will have a greater
(30.9.20) to introduce CHP and
knowledge of well-being – physically CPD (Ambasadors)
and mentally.
PESSPA Lead to develop a
Children will have the tools to identify document to link CHP activities to
when they need help and guidance
our current PE, PSHE, Science and
regarding their mental health.
DT curriculum.

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Liaise with staff to gauge interest
in CPD

Staff meeting introduced the CHP Link Governors appointed to
and the Ambassador programme. monitor effectiveness and
support PESSPA Lead in
PE lead to take up Ambassador
implementing the project
programme to be completed by
across the Key Stages.
July 2021 – as noted in whole
school development plan (SDP)
PESSPA Lead to report to link
governors and Governoring
All staff to display health heroes or Body regarding impact and
equivalent emblems and colours in effectiveness of CHP.
classrooms and launch CHP on
Hello Yellow Day (9.10.2020)
On-going training and support
offered to staff via PESSPA
Resources and lessons to be
Lead and CHP.
integrated into current provision of
PE, PSHE, Science and DT by all
year groups.

Liaise with CHP to arrange module
delivery and completion dates.
PESSPA Lead to ensure all staff No cost
use PE Pal.

Assessment data fulfilled for
Governor report.

Children will be able to express ways PESSPA Lead to share links
in which they can maintain a healthy document with all staff to enable
lifestyle.
ease of implementation with
current curriculum.

Continue to monitor PE assessment
via PE Pal.

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Children will be able to express how PESSPA Lead to support staff
they can improve their skills.
when using PE Pal assessment.
Children will be confident to express PESSPA lead to liaise with Atlas
how well their achieved their learning Sports to arrange further CPD
Created by:
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Children able to discuss PE
progress and ways to improve
skills with some confidence.

goals.

Mental Health Awareness Course
(29.1.2021)[Encompass Education] as
children have been identified who are
at risk of mental health problems.
Staff will be able to support at the
earliest opportunity. This is an area of
improvement on whole school plan
and on PE action plan

Dissemination yet to be delivered. Discuss course with HT in full
Course was very useful and
Potentially book staff INSET
offered many resources and
Monitor impact from staff
identification methods to
questionnnaires.
participants. Encompass can
deliver INSET training and
supervision meetings. This was fed
back to HT and suggested that we
look into this provision.
Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
Percentage of total allocation:
%
Intent

PE Lead to feedback training to
£90.00
rest of staff so everyone is
equipped to support children or
they have a port of call if needed.
PE coordinator to liaise with staff
involved and arrange staff meeting
dissemination slot.

Implementation

Your school focus should be clear
Make sure your actions to
Funding
what you want the pupils to know
achieve are linked to your
allocated:
and be able to do and about
intentions:
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Maypole dancing KS1 with Alison Alison Rowley re-booked by PE As Above
Rowley.
coordinator based on staff feedback
of previous years workshop
delivery and impact upon children
24th June 2021
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Impact
Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:
As above

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Maypole dancing KS1 with
Alison Rowley.

BMX Experience Day Y5 and Y6
* Develop mindfulness
* Develop core strength
* Improve physical Literacy

Mike Mullen booked by PE
As above
Coordinator. All staff informed of
some disruption to their day and
other arrangements. Parents in
formed and children prepped for
any changes in clothing.
24th May 2021

As above

Pupil questionnaire

Team Rubicon
www.teamrubicon.co.uk
0845 5198398
cam@teamrubicon.co.uk
*Develop resilence
*Develop core strength

Cam booked to deliver the
As Above
experience to Y3 and Y4 pupils.
All staff informed of the
arrangements for the day. Parents
in formed and children prepped for
any changes in clothing.
25th May 2021

As above

Pupil questionnaire

Continue to engage in membership £158.00
for Health and Safety support.

All staff are up to date on the
current health and safety advise
concerning PE

AfPE Membership
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Continue membership

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport

Percentage of total allocation:
%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Tag Rugby

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Football
Quad Kids
Archery
Athletics
Dance
Swimming

Signed off by
Head Teacher: Richard Bridgewater
February 2021

Subject Leader: Valerie Tuck
Date:

February 2021

Governor:

Laura Smith
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Funding
allocated:

Virtual whole school race October FOC
2020
Results from whole school attached
PESSPA Lead to liaise with Atlas
Staff to arrange event and collation
of results

Cross Country

Date:

Impact

Supported by:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Children energised and keen to run
more races.

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Date:
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